Why choose HD Balance?
CARER ERGONOMY
Easy to drive and maneuver. Easy
to tilt, even with patient that has
more substantial body weight.
Convenient placement of levers
for tilt and back recline.

FLEXI BACK
Unique backrest that can adjust the pelvis position
and support the lower back. Can also be shaped
after Kyphosises, wide bottoms and u-shaped
around the back for improved lateral support.
Correct adjustment of the backrest can help
improve breathing, swallowing and speech.

CHOCK ABSORBING BACK
Possibility to get a chock absorbing
back, suitable for example to spastic
patients. Spares the patient’s body
and the wheelchair’s frame.

ADAPTABLE BACK WIDTH
Possible to get a back width that
is one or two sizes wider than
the seat width. Also one size
narrower is available.
LONG LIFE TIME
Expected to be 10 years
at normal use.

SCALES/USER CARD
Has scales for back recline, seat tilt, armrest
height, legrest angle, and seat depth.
User card eases the communication between
carers and facilitates a good patient security.

DEPTH ADJUSTABLE ARMRESTS
Possibility to put back the armrest
(without the use of tools) gives
support for the elbows even in
reclined position.

SIMPLE TO WORK WITH
Easy to adjust for the prescriber, most
adjustments are without tools or with
the tool included under the seat.
Easy to adjust for the carer. The headrest,
for example, is adjusted for the current
posture without tools.
Easy to repair and recondition for
technicians.

DURABLE
Durable design as standard and
also available in strengthened
edition to meet demands from,
for example, spastic patients.

LOW TOTAL WEIGHT
Weighs only 30-31 kg
including carer brakes,
armrests, angle adjustable
legrests and cushions.

ANGLE ADJUSTABLE LEGRESTS 90-180°
Adjustable between 90-180° without interfering
with the castors. Also available with fixed
legrests, 90° and 105°.

KEPT POSTURE WHILE REMOVING/
ATTACHING LEGRESTS
Legrests can be removed/attached behind
the patients calves without straightening
the legs and change the posture.
Particularly good for patients with stretch
spasticity or contractures.

ADAPTABLE
HD Balance is available in many
editions and sizes and a very extensive
range of accessories.
Check our wep page for more info:
www.hdrehab.se

